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P a s t  a n d  p r e s e n t

"Create practical, eco-friendly and amusing home-styling 
for every family" is the core value to fafa casa design team.
With the core value, team members are devoted to integrate 
Taiwan cultural spirit and wisdom with passion to design 
good products.    



BRANCH coat hanger

Shih-Wei Feng

EMBRACE side table

Chieh-Wen Lin

BLOSSOM side table

Chieh-Wen Lin



EMBRACE side table
Chieh-Wen Lin



BLOSSOM side table

Chieh-Wen Lin

BRANCH coat hanger

Shih-Wei Feng



LIV nesting tables

Chia-Yin Chen



There is no such thing as a "green" furniture, unless that's durable and fixable.

LIV is a table by modular design. The corner design comes from the idea of 
eastern traditional furniture corners which are simple but strong. 
Due to the strong construction, we can keep outward a clean-cut look.

The stylish frame inspires customer to use his own board to fit in, extend LIV’s  
Lifetime to generations. 
We believe the products can be used double lifetime,eco-friendly to the earth.

LIV nesting tables

Chia-Yin Chen



VENUS side table

Ya-Yin Chen



ALFA table

Naoki Murai



KRYSTAL dining table

Tzu-Wei Wang



KRYSTAL  dining table

Tzu-Wei Wang

A simply contour with modern style.

100% Aluminum material benefit excellent weather resistance 

and global sustainability.

We design table top and table frames separately, so that customer 

can change table top easily by themselves to extend product life time,

it is our core value: cherish all the resources.





LUZA extendable table

Chia-Hui Shih

The extendable function increases flexibility according to space, 
occasion or members. 

It make one table full of variety. Easy assembly with only 12 screws.
Consumers can easily complete assembly within 15 minutes.



NINA table

Chia-Hui Shih



arm chair

Yi-Chun Shih

AVERY

AVERY is the basic of AULIS / ARMIS / AH chair series.

We try to make all of the chair parts by modular design,
and customer can have more different choices 

but in reasonable cost.



arm chair

Yi-Chun Shih

AVERY



AULIS arm chair

Yi-Chun Shih



arm chairAULIS

Yi-Chun Shih

The cycle, endless movement, 

as if a closed circle without beginning or end.

Not design for a chair, is just thinking what shape we sit.



arm chairAULIS

Yi-Chun Shih



ARMIS arm chair

Chia-Hui Shih

We try to make the “Ming-style furniture” change to “Ming-lifestyle”,

and it is simple & luxury.



chairAH

Chia-Hui Shih

Simple and ergonomics designed chair let customer enjoy dining time.
Various colors and seat material selections, create more home styles.



AH chair

arm chair

Chia-Hui Shih

ARMIS
Chia-Hui Shih



ARMIS arm chair

Chia-Hui Shih

AH chair

Chia-Hui Shih



AURITA adjustable bar stool

Tung Lee



AURITA adjustable bar stool

Tung Lee



Our designers are always keep looking for the idea from engrossed local crafts. 



CUPID stool

Chia-Wei Chang



Chia-Wei Chang

CUPID stool



benchDANN

Tzu-Wei Wang

Use the advantage of aluminum material to design a light weight
bench but with high strength.

100% recyclable aluminum, eco-friendly. Length of bench can be 
customized. 



benchDANN
Tzu-Wei Wang



benchDANN

Tzu-Wei Wang



KIRI wall storage

Tzu-Wei Wang



KIRI wall storage

Tzu-Wei Wang

With anodized surface treatment, aluminum has graceful metal glossy and outward 

appearance. Besides weather ability and  using time, it can be 100% recycled also 

reduce bearing to the environment. 

Make the clean look by hiding structure inside the aluminum extrusion. 

Every part can be collocated by customers according to their needs. 

Function full of variety!



RILA ladder shelves

Chia-Hui Shih



RILA ladder shelves

Chia-Hui Shih



JING shelving systems

Yen-Hao Chen

It looks like Chinese word “井”at front side of shelves, so 

got this name.

Design concept comes from beam column of traditional 

bamboo structure, integrated structure and combined the 

characteristic with aluminum extrusion. In material, use a lot of 

wood elements to collocation with aluminum to have a warm look.

Simple, clean but strong are what we looking for. 



JING shelving systems

Yen-Hao Chen



ALNA shelving systems

Yu-Syan Wang



ASHLEY mirror

Min-Chiao Wu



ASHLEY mirror 

Min-Chiao Wu



LOTUS mirror cabinet

Chia-Hui Shih

Stylish look with excellent surface treatment.

Double sided mirror with anti-oxidation treatment and safety film attached.

High quality tempered adjustable glass shelf.

Aluminum material is excellent in weather resistance with much longer life time.



STIRIA cabinet

Rui-Wen Fang 



Ya-Yin Chen
ASIA trolley cart



design by Chia-Hui Shih

Frame aluminum with silver anodized  color
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side table/ nesting tables

design by Chieh-Wen Lin

Legs aluminum with anodized Top clear glass

50cm

47.5cm

design by Chieh-Wen Lin 

Legs aluminum with anodized Top clear glass

50cm

47.5cm

table

design by Naoki Murai

Frame aluminum with silver anodized/powder coating 
Top glass/particle board

design by Tzu-Wei Wang 

Frame aluminum with powder coating 
Top clear glass/particle board

design by Chia-Hui Shih 

Frame aluminum with silver anodized/powder coating 
Top particle board

design by Chia-Hui Shih  

Frame aluminum with powder coating  
Top glass

80cm

75cm

79cm

80cm

75cm

72.8cm
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180cm

140/170/200cm

140cm

180cm

color

color

Legs steel with powder coating 
Frame aluminum with silver anodized/powder coating 
Top clear glass/smoked glass/particle board

design by Chia-Yin Chen
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42.8cm 82.8cm82.8cm
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Top/Legs aluminum with powder coating 

design by Ya-Yin Chen 
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arm chair / chair

design by Yi-Chun Shih

Frame aluminum with powder coating  
Seat aluminum sheet/cushion in leather

design by Yi-Chun Shih

Frame aluminum with powder coating  
Seat aluminum sheet/cushion in leather

73.5cm

43.5cm
41cm

57.5cm

design by Chia-Hui Shih 

Frame aluminum with powder coating  
Seat aluminum sheet

design by Chia-Hui Shih 

Frame aluminum with powder coating  
Seat aluminum sheet

83.8cm

45cm 41cm
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73.5cm

43.5cm
41cm 48.5cm
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48.4cm

45.8cm

57.5cm

73.5cm

43cm 41cm

56.5cm

adjustable bar stool / stool

bench

design by Chia-Wei Chang 

Frame aluminum with powder coating 
Seat aluminum  with powder coating 

design by Tung Lee 

Legs steel with powder coating 
Seat aluminum with powder coating 

design by Tzu-Wei Wang 

Frame aluminum with powder coating 
Seat aluminum with powder coating 

cabinet

design by Rui-Wen Fang 

Frame aluminum with powder coating 
Glass panel

47.5cm
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Overview
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mirror

design by Min-Chiao Wu  
Frame aluminum with anodized/powder coating Mirror

design by Shih-Wei Feng 

Legs aluminum with anodized 

design by Chao Hsueh

Frame aluminum with anodized/powder coating Mirror
Shelf steel sheet

design by Tzu-Wei Wang
Frame aluminum with anodized

storage shelving systems

design by Yu-Syan Wang 
Frame aluminum with anodized Glass panel 

mirror cabinet

design by Chia-Hui Shih 

Frame aluminum with anodized Mirror Glass panel

trolley cart

design by Ya-Yin Chen

Frame aluminum with anodized/powder coating 
Panel clear glass 

design by Yen-Hao Chen 
Frame aluminum with anodized/powder coating  
Panel birch veneer/particle board 
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"Create practical,  eco-fr iendly 
and amusing home-sty l ing for every fami ly"

With the core value ,  design team members are devoted 
pass ionately to integrate Taiwan cultural  spi r i t  and wisdom 
into our design.

I t’s  our pleasure to introduce some Taiwanese l i festy le 
and br ing the spir i t  to you! 

Naoki Murai Shih-Wei Feng Chieh-Wen Lin Chia-Wei Chang Ya-Yin Chen Chia-Hui Shih Yi-Chun Shih Yen-Hao Chen Tzu-Wei Wang Min-Chiao Wu Chao Hsueh Tung Lee Chia-Yin ChenRui-Wen Fang
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sales@fafacasa.com
TEL:886-4-7811967 FAX:886-4-7812187
NO.1,Gongye W. 1st Rd. , Lugang Town. Changhua,Taiwan, R.O.C.
www.fafacasa.com
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